Find the hidden words.

many
busy
Mrs
plant
water
steak

What type of word is ‘loudly’ in this sentence? Circle one.

He’s playing those drums loudly!
adverb  adjective

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

____________________________________

Use two of these words to make one new compound word.

clip  hair  shoe

____________________________________

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

their bed
giant  comfy

____________________________________

Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

Do you know a song ________ we could sing?

when  that

Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

Do you know a song ________ we could sing?

when  that
Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.
when   that
Do you know a song that we could sing?

What type of word is ‘loudly’ in this sentence? Circle one.

He’s playing those drums loudly!

adverb   adjective

Find the hidden words.
many   Mrs
busy   rute
Mr   use
plant   ear
water   yers
steak   cynam

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

path

Use two of these words to make one new compound word.

hairclip

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

‘their giant, comfy bed’ OR ‘their comfy, giant bed’ within a full sentence with a capital letter and full stop.
Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.
when that if
Do you know a great song _______ we could sing?

What type of word is ‘loudly’ in this sentence? Circle one.
He’s playing those drums very loudly!
noun adverb adjective

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Use these words to make two new compound words.
key clip hair board shoe

Find the hidden words.
bath today clothes improve parents because

clothes: p a r e n t s r
improve: e y b a t h e o
parents: r d c b u e y v
because: b e c a u s e e

Use these noun phrases and adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.
their bed those clouds giant comfy fluffy white
Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

Do you know a great song that we could sing?

When       that       if

What type of word is ‘loudly’ in this sentence? Circle one.

He’s playing those drums very loudly!

noun       adverb       adjective

Find the hidden words.

bath
people
bath

today
hooy

mm

clothes
qqhoopoop

parents
paren

e

improve

e

because

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

child

Use these words to make two new compound words.

hairclip
clipboard
keyboard

Use these noun phrases and adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.

‘their giant, comfy bed’ OR their ‘comfy, giant bed’ AND ‘those fluffy, white clouds’ OR ‘those white, fluffy clouds’ within a full sentence with a capital letter and full stop.
Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.
when that because if
Do you know a brilliant song _______ we could sing?

What type of word is ‘loudly’ in this sentence? Circle one.

He’s playing those drums very loudly!
noun verb adjective adverb

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Use these words to make three new compound words.
key clip up hair
make board shoe

Find the hidden words.
camel tunnel squirrel travel towel tinsel
c s l e m a c t y s q l n s e o s
w e n n t r o l t n e v a r t t e i c y c l e i

Use these noun phrases and add your own adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.
their bed
these clouds
Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.
when that because if
Do you know a brilliant song that we could sing?

What type of word is ‘loudly’ in this sentence? Circle one.
He's playing those drums very loudly!
noun, verb, adjective, adverb

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?
water

Use these words to make three new compound words.
hairclip
clipboard
keyboard
makeup

Find the hidden words.
camel
squirrel
travel
towel
tinsel

Use these noun phrases and add your own adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.

Answers will vary.